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EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS

// DISCOVER A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY WITH THE LEVENE GSB
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LEVENE MBA WITH SPECIALIZATIONS

Courses are firmly focused on advancing technical expertise and tactical integration with higher level strategy. The Levene MBA will help you see above and beyond small detail towards the big picture, and is ideal for students on a trajectory towards mid-career management.

// CHOOSE YOUR DESTINATION. WELCOME YOUR FUTURE.

MBA

At Levene GSB our MBA program equips students to become change leaders in the their marketplace and their environment. Through integrated learning techniques led by world-class professors, the MBA programs integrate students in their local and global communities allowing them to learn from faculty, each other, and those around them. Receiving a Levene MBA means that you’re interested in real, deep levels of learning. Our students are interested in creating tangible impacts on their businesses and the world. Learning in a dynamic and turbulent environment challenges Levene GSB students to rise to the occasion, equipping them with real world experience that lead to real world results.
The Levene MBA is a 33 credit-hour program intended to be taken full or part-time, and is offered primarily through evening, online, or one-week intensive delivery.

**MBA Core Courses (required)**

- Business Policy & Strategy
- Social Issues in Business
- Managing Change
- Managing Information, Analytics and Decision-making
- Integrative Practicum
- International Study Tour

For the Levene MBA designation select any four electives of your choosing that best meet your educational and professional requirements and lead to the achievement of your career goals.

Should you choose to move into one of the specializations there will be specific courses required in order to receive your MBA. Please visit our website for more details.

**The Levene MBA offers three specializations**

1) **MBA International Business** gives you the business acumen to compete globally and interact effectively with foreign cultures. A highlight is the highly valued international study tour.
2) **MBA Engineering Management** is perfect for you if you are working in management of physical assets. You will gain industry specific training in project management, economics, business law and risk management.

3) **MBA Public Safety Management** is a unique program combining the fundamentals of business management with the theory and practice of strategically leading organizations tasked with public safety. The program was developed with input from Canadian policing, first responders and corrections organizations.

**SEE THE WORLD BEFORE YOU CHANGE IT.**

The *World is Your Classroom*. Learning to lead in a global context is crucial for senior managers today. As a student in the **Levene MBA** program, you will participate in our highly valued international study tour which expands your horizons - giving you an extended world view. You will further your awareness of cultural nuances in business management and leadership. Recent Levene trips have included Finland, Estonia, and China. On your tour you will meet local leaders, tour businesses in multiple economic sectors, and participate in a consulting project with other MBA students from the **Levene GSB** and international host schools.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

- A four year undergraduate degree with GPA of at least 70%
- Three years of work experience
- A minimum GMAT score of 500 is required
KENNETH LEVENE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

// MANDATE

To support sustainable economic development by creating an inspiring space for learning that links research, theory and practice, inquiry and imagination – developing ethical, visionary leaders linked to global decision makers.

FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

// VISION

We aspire to be Canada’s business school for experiential education and relevant research.

// MISSION

The pillars of our programs are

• advancing knowledge through research
• supporting learning through application
• reinforcing concepts through integration

We prepare students to lead in business through

• critical reflection
• personal connection
• consideration for the global community

For more information visit: levene.uregina.ca

Phone: 306.585.6294 | Email: levene.gradschool@uregina.ca